
   his project started as a simple resource for my
advanced degree in astronomy.  It has evolved
into section summaries on the major topics. 
Using a very simple navigation structure,  one 
can find the diameter of Jupiter, or the 
distrubution of Dark Matter in the Universe.

Don’t feel like reading anything? Simply browse
the ever-growing image gallery.

The money to pay for all this good stuff comes
from Chanthirar’s and my job; basically any
extra income we have goes to supporting the
site.

I am very proud of the fact that there is no
advertising on the website - no annoying
pop-ups or flashy banner ads. While this would 
bring in much needed income, I decided against
this so visitors will enjoy their visit. 

I would like to expand the website on several
levels, but would require additional funds that
our day jobs cannot provide - but with support:

The reason for sending this brochure is to
introduce the website, and to discuss the costs
involved. The website as it exists now has the 
following monthly costs:

  - monthly ISP fees ($95.00)
  - equipment leasing fees ($300.00)
  - utilities and software services ($200.00)

  - a faster server, with a backup server
  - network security device
  - database server
  - server storage 
  - computer controlled telescope
  - CCD camera and spectroscope
  - advertising in the astronomy magazines
  - faster Internet access

An ideal setup would be the purchase of land in
a clear sky location in New Mexico, Arizona or 
Texas that is connected to the Internet for remote
access (this could be a ‘final stage’ of this project).
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This would be administered locally by me
and offered for free to schools or students
working on astronomy related projects.

   hanges to the website itself are also planned, 
but in need of funds as the programing is 
extensive and would require Chanthirar to work
full time on the project.  Such website expansion
include:
  - a student friendly version of the site with end
        of section quizzes
  - an “AOWiki” database similar to the Wikipedia
         format but for amateur astronomers only
  - the telescope and CCD camera would
         provide photometric and spectroscopic data
        for students
  - an interactive constellation chart with
         selective object list based on telescope size

As you can see, any funds you wish to provide 
will go to a useful cause.  On the next page is
a list of places that already use Astronomy
Online as a reference. 

    lease help keep this project a family supported
endeavor, and let it be a source of pride for all
who support the site. Checks can be mailed to the 
address on the back, and credit card payments can
be made by clicking the “donate” button on the 
website - any amount will be helpful.
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